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as full cf dust as the streak in which we can
see it. But we really know that such is the
case. Dust contains particles of matter from
the body and the breath, and cannot fail to
injure those by whom it is breathed. Even
what we call "clean dust77 has a very irri-
tating effect on the lining of the nose and
throat, and the so-called "dust catarrh" is
common. It stands to reason that little is
accomplished by dusting with a dry cloth.
The dust is merely stirred up, transferred
from the furniture to the air. A dampened
or oiled cloth should be used, or a damp
chamois skin; and the dust should be
gathered up instead of being brushed off.
The inexpensive vacuum cleaners have done
much to aid in getting rid of the injurious
dust.
Insect Pests. Of late years we under-
stand more clearly what a great amount of
harm comes from the insect pests which are
so troublesome to almost every housekeeper.
Bedbugs have always been detested, and
roaches have been treated as real enemies to
the household; the common fry has always
been looked upon simply as a nuisance but
not particularly as a menace. It is likely,
however, that more injury is done by flies in
the household than by any other insect, be-
cause they are so much more numerous and
because housekeepers who would not toler-
ate roaches or bugs of any sort put up with
flies. When we consider where flies spend
much of their time, about the refuse heaps
and garbage cans and stables where their
eggs are laid, it is clear that they must carry
about on their feet much filth. In the house
they alight instantly on any food that is left
about uncovered, thus leaving the germs
where they are certain to be taken into the
stomach. That typhoid fever is spread by
flies is not a proved fact, but it is positive
that some diseases are so carried. It is
not an easy matter to get rid of flies, but it
can, be done* Every opening should be
closely screened, and the greatest care should
b,e exercise.d when the screen doors are
opened. Whenever a fly is seen indoors it
should be killed.
Mosquitoes, too, are known to be carriers
of disease, notably yellow fever. We are;
however, not in quite so much danger from
mosquitoes as from flies, for mosquitoes
are such a pest that nobody is likely to
allow them to remain in a house if it is at
all avoidable. It is to be hoped that the
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 Questions
What is the meaning of the word
domestic ?
What advantage came to housewives
when no longer obliged to make "home-
spun" cloths for family clothing?
Does the fact that women to-day
take more time for recreation than
formerly necessarily indicate that any
household duties are neglected?
Is it economical for the average fam-
ily to patronize bakeshops and deli-
catessen stores? What has occasioned
the popular demand for these institu-
tions?
In your opinion does the household
conducted according to the teachings of
domestic science find its expense is in-
creased beyond the sum needed pre-
vious to the introduction of scientific
housekeeping?
Can one learn from a non-scientific
volume the various desirable combina-
tions of food, with respect to chemical
needs?
What mineral substance is most es-
sential to life? Does this mineral sup-
ply energy? What is its main func-
tion?
Learn the meaning of albuminoids,
then make a list of foods containing
albumin.
What proportion of food should be
albuminoids?
Is coffee a food? In what respects
do you consider it a useful beverage?
How can you determine whether your
well water is nominally pure?
Is the law a proper one which ban-
ishes public drinking cups?
Explain carefully why milk is an ex-
cellent food. If not a perfect article
of food, what does it lack? In saying
that an article is a perfect food what
do you understand by the statement?
What chemical changes occur in
boiling a potato?
Is an egg hard-boiled or soft-boiled
more easily'digested?
What should be the appearance of a
satisfactory cut of beef-steak?
What is a flreless cooker? Upon
what principle is it constructed?


